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News & Events:
WE HAVE A NEW
BOOTH NUMBER FOR
PACK EXPO LAS
VEGAS!

Multi-Conveyor is now licensed and certified.
Six new videos show Mul Conveyors licensed and cer ed Ac vated
Roller Belt technology (by Intralox®). Using modular plas c bel ng to
complex package handling processes like sor ng, merging, and aligning,
the result is a simpli ed, cost-eﬀec ve solu on for product orienta on
and control. Super cool videos! (see them all here!)

Please take note that we
have moved up to the
front of the Central Hall
and we are now located in
booth #C1626. Put us on
your list of booths to
visit!

Pack Expo Las Vegas September 23-25: NEW
Booth #1626

Speaking of Pack
Expo - have you
heard about PACK
EXPO EAST?
If not, click here to learn
more.

Mul Conveyor actually has over 40 diﬀerent varie es, sizes, lengths and
widths of guiderails to accommodate your needs. From standard
UHMW/Stainless or aluminum, sanitary and washdown to custom
con gura ons, in adjustable or xed widths. Click here to get a be er
look at some of the styles available but then contact your rep to learn
about the product that is absolutely right for your applica on.... (read on)

LIKE US!

Tackling material handling challenges are Multi-Conveyor elevators and
lowerators. Our systems can take hold of a box, case or other product, move it up
and over, then deposit onto a conveyor--just the way you want it. Vertical lifts are
often requested for our elevated designs. Adjustments are a breeze, adapting to
your facility production needs. Whether the system is... (finish article here)

WATCH US!

Multi-Conveyor Receives
ACUITY Safety Achievement
Award
Mini-Gripper anyone?
Video shows it how the
Mini-Gripper has a smaller profile
than normal grippers, fitting into a
smaller envelope, saving floor
space. Mini-grippers can grab,
elevate and rotate products from
0-11" with the most gentle handling
so even extremely fragile packages
are secure and move without
damage in transport. View now.

View all of our latest videos
Multi-Conveyor LLC was presented
with the ACUITY Safety Award for
businesses that exemplify the
partnership with ACUITY that helps
ensure a safe work place. Less than
5% of ACUITY customers will ever
achieve this recognition. The
attention paid to our safety program
has allowed Multi-Conveyor to attain
an 8-year record over one million
hours without a lost time accident which in turns keeps our good record
of on-time deliveries. Read this
interesting article now.

We have been busy loading up
videos of various types of equipment
so you can see them in action. Click
here to view them all and then come
back from time to time as we will be
populating this section on a regular
basis! Watch videos now!
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